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Exposed to the innovation of the .com movement, she moved to the San Francisco Bay area 
to start her career in tech. She built the earliest digital financial products like online 
banking, bill pay, digital wallets from large fortune 100 companies to small startups. With 
more than two decades spent in the FinTech space, Lisha has become intrigued about money 
and consumer behaviors surrounding it. 

Lisha represents marginalized voices and stories 
that are not mainstream.

As a strategic business leader, consumer champion, 
and experienced public speaker, Lisha is perfectly 
poised to help both individuals and companies with 
issues ranging from tech to diversity and inclusion, 
to corporate activation.

Lisha brings her knowledge of angel investing, 
wealth building and entrepreneurial prowess to 
her speaking engagements, captivating audiences 
and giving them actionable takeaways.

SPEAKING TOPICS
Lisha is knowledgeable, and has spoken on, 
the following topics:
• Angel Investing
• Diversity
• Corporate Activation
• Wealth Building
• Entrepreneur Advisory
• Maternal Advocacy

FEATURED IN HASHTAGS
#women
#diversity
#product
#angelinvesting
#venturecapital
#blackwomenmatter

Advisor • Investor • Speaker • Fintech
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PODCAST SECTION
1K PLAYS
Podcasts Sisters with Ventures
Lisha Bell is hosting a video podcast series 
on the web that amplifies the voices and 
stories of BIPOC Angel Investors to inspire 
women of all backgrounds to pursue venture 
capitalism as a means of creating positive 
change.

www.lishabell.com www.linkedin.com/in/lishabell/

AWARDS AND RECOGNITION
Outstanding Alumna 

VENTURE CAPITAL
Lisha Bell has a passion for creating positive change and is dedicated to helping Women of Color 
raise meaningful capital to build their wealth.

Lisha helps these entrepreneurs manage their capital, and assists in bringing more female inves-
tors into angel investing as a means to increasing their prosperity.

This mission has led Lisha to found BLX VC, an angel syn-
dicate led by Black and Brown moms.Prior, she was the 
Dealflow Lead at investment group Pipeline Angels 
where she has advised more than 300 women and non-bi-
nary femme social entrepreneurs for the $4M Pipeline 
Angels portfolio. Lisha is also the inspiration behind the 
500M commitment from PayPal, and served as an advisor 
to the 100M Empowerment fund before joining PayPal 
Ventures.


